Scheduling NCS (12U-17U) State Cup Games
The scheduling of all NCS State Cup games (not semi-final or final) must occur before
Monday at 5:00 PM of the week the game will be played.
Games must be played on or before the assigned date listed on the schedule. Games can
be played on either date of the weekend scheduled. To move the date on a given
weekend please review the CHANGING SCHEDULED GAMES instructions.
Any request to move a game beyond the scheduled date must be submitting in writing to
Brent Jacquette at bjacquette@epysa.org a minimum of 7 days prior to the scheduled
game. Not all requests may be accommodated due to the time sensitive nature of the
Competition.
The game must be scheduled and confirmed in GotSport by the deadline above or the Cup
Committee reserves the right to schedule the game on behalf of both teams. Failure to
schedule by Monday 5:00 PM of that game week will result in a $25 Fee.
NCS State Cup games take precedence over all other games and competitions.
How to Schedule a Home Game
1.

2.

3.

To review the How to Schedule a Home Game procedures click the following:
a. If you are a Coach/Manager click here.
b. If you are a Club Administrator click here.
Once the HOME team has scheduled and confirmed the game in GotSport, Team
Officials (coaches and team managers) from both teams should begin to
communicate immediately to discuss local restrictions and club policies as it relates
to hosting a game.
a. It is also encouraged that team officials review the Eastern Pennsylvania
Youth Soccer Covid-19 resources here prior to and throughout all Cup
Competitions for updates.
Team officials should again communicate 48 hours prior to the scheduled game to
ensure that conditions (weather, Covid-19, etc) will allow for the game to be played
at the scheduled location, date and time.
a. The HOME team must confirm any club or facility rules, field assignments and
directions 48 hours prior to all games.

Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer and the Cup Committee reserve the right to move a single team on to the next
round if the opponent cannot play within the required Cup timeline to progress to the next round of the Cup
Competition. If this situation arises, a partial refund of fees may be considered based upon the Cup Competition
round the removal occurs and how many games the team has played.

